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Important: On January 12, 2021, Adobe will begin blocking Flash Player on many updated major browsers which may affect portions of Fuelthebrain.com.

While we are working diligently to port over existing games to new versions you may still use Flash to play games by using an alternate browser or by enabling fuelthebrain.com
domain-level allow list support via the Flash Player configuration files (Flash Player Administration GuideFlash Player Administration Guide). Please have a system administrator perform this task if necessary.

Thank you for your patience while we bring you new games and our previous ones back to life!

CONTACT US HELP MOBISIGN INSIGN IN Go Premium Register for FREE!

About Personal Information Collected on this WebsiteAbout Personal Information Collected on this Website

No personally-identifiable information is collected on this website.

The only personally-identifiable information collected on this website is gathered on our "register" and

"contact" pages, where fields are provided so that you can provide your name, email address and information

used for registration. We collect this information so that we can respond to the comments that you send to us

via that form and you as a user can track your scores in our online games.

We at Fuel the Brain will not rent, sell or share any personally-identifiable information about you with third

parties for any reason except when required to assist in resolving an issue you raise with us or as required by

law.

We do not merge any of the personally-identifiable information collected via our contact form with other

anonymous data collected on our website.

Anonymous Information Collected on this WebsiteAnonymous Information Collected on this Website

We record anonymous data such as traffic logs, number of visits or clicks on a given page, pages viewed or links

to our site. We use IP addresses and cookies for gathering website statistics.

We aggregate this anonymous data as part of managing, maintaining and reporting on use of our website. We

may share this anonymous data with third parties for the limited purpose of reporting on use of our website, or

to comply with applicable law. We do not rent, sell or share any anonymous data collected on this website with

third parties for marketing purposes.

None of this anonymous data is linked to personally-identifiable information and we make no attempt to link IP

addresses to the individuals who visit this site.

CookiesCookies

We use cookies on this website.

Cookies are small chunks of data created by a web server, delivered through a web browser, and stored on your

computer. They provide a means for websites that you visit to keep track of your online patterns and

preferences, as well as identify you as a return visitor. Cookies make the personalization of your web
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experiences possible, so that you do not need to re-enter your information from scratch upon each visit to a

given website.

We serve a cookie from our website when members log in to member-only pages, so that they can navigate

those pages on the site. A randomly-generated anonymous identifier is assigned to that cookie to enable this

process.

We also serve a cookie to note the anonymous web traffic described in the previous section of this Privacy

Policy.

No personally-identifiable information is collected by or linked to any of the cookies delivered on our site.

You have the ability to manage the use of cookies on your computer using controls in your web-browser. To

learn more about how to manage cookies, visit http://www.allaboutcookies.org/http://www.allaboutcookies.org/.

AdvertisementsAdvertisements

GoogleGoogle, as a third party vendor, uses cookies to serve advertisements on this site. Google's use of the

DoubleClick DARTDoubleClick DART cookie enables it to serve ads to you as a user based on your visit to this site and other sites

on the Internet. You may opt out of the use of the DART cookie by visiting the Google ad and content networkGoogle ad and content network

privacy policyprivacy policy.

Purchases and SecurityPurchases and Security

Fuelthebrain.com has security measures in place to protect the loss, misuse, and alteration of the information

under our control. We encrypt all transmission of sensitive data and secure all of our repositories of data. When

you use your credit card to make a purchase transaction, your transaction is secure. Our servers use encryption

technology to safeguard your personal information and privacy.

Changes to Our Privacy PolicyChanges to Our Privacy Policy

As our organization, membership and services evolve, this Privacy Policy may be revised to reflect those

changes, where applicable. We therefore reserve the right to amend this Privacy Policy at any time, for any

reason. Notice of such amendments will be posted as an updated Privacy Policy on this website, and an

effective date will be indicated. Users are encouraged to check our site frequently to review the current

Privacy Policy in effect.
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